How to Operate a Terminator
Compact Carpet Extraction Unit
Please find the following correct procedure for the operation of the Polivac Terminator
1.

Plug machine into any convenient electrical outlet (10 Amp fuse).

2.

Fill Solution tank with clean water and add chemical as per instruction on chemical bottle
label.

3.

Connect vacuum hose and solution hose to the machine and wand.

4.

Turn pump on, press trigger and make sure that machine pump is running at 150psi (this
is factory set).

5.

Turn vacuum switches on.

6.

Suggested method for use of wand.
One back and forward pass with the wand trigger open, followed by 2-3 passes with
wand trigger closed to obtain maximum moisture recovery.

7.

When recovery tank is full, ball in recovery tank filter will rise and vacuum will be lost.
This prevents water from entering the vac motor.

8.

Ensure that non – foaming chemical is used.

9.

Turn vac and pump switches off. Empty the recovery tank. This is done by opening the
dump valve on the front of the machine. Be sure to close dump valve before proceeding
operation again.

10.

To remove surplus water from the solution tank on the completion of job, using the vac
hose suck the solution into the recovery tank. This will also flush out the vac hose.

11.

The result achieved from your machine should leave the carpet looking uniform in colour
and texture without shading. Carpet Pile should be damp to touch but NOT WET.

12.

You may replace the furniture after completion of the job and it is recommended that Foil
protectors be placed under furniture legs and the Foam-Blockers be placed under
furniture without legs, such as skids, speaker boxes etc, this will enable air flow
underneath and allow for quick drying.

13.

Clean your equipment on completion of each job – wash the sediment from the recovery
tank – take a damp cloth and quickly wipe off all tools and outside of your machine – it
only takes five minutes. REMEMBER GOOD PRESENTATION PROMOTES GOOD
BUSINESS
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